
I definitely agree. (They make four different 
subwoofer designs—the smallest has been 
promised for a future review.) 

If I could stop here, I could recommend the 
Quartz. But there's had news in the midrange. 
A trace of13oxiness and "Aww" coloration, not 
too serious in this price range, is evident in the 
lower midband. Higher up the scale, less tol-
erable things start to happen. The Quartz may 
be dynamic and exciting, but it can turn un-
pleasant with little provocation. On Star of 
Wonder, the chorus took on a definite glare 
and edge as the level increased. Catch the 
Brass Ring—Favorite Music front an Old 
Fashioned Merry Go Round (Klavier LP KS-
566), a superb recording of the vanishing Wur-

litzer Band Organ, was certainly lively sound-
ing through the Quartz—no wimp factor 

here—but it was also hard and rather colored. 
James Boyk's LP recording of the Prokofiev 
Sixth Piano Sonata (Performance Recordings 
PR-3) is an impressive solo piano disc, and the 

weight, solidity, and dynamics of the instru-
ment came through very nicely on the Quartz, 
but so did a certain electronic bite and edge. 
The tam-tam at the end of side 1 of Church 

Windows (Reference Recordings LP RR-I5), 
through a smooth loudspeaker, is metallic yet 
clean, with a stunning output of mid- and 

high-frequency energy. The Dynaudio drivers 

in the Quartz have far higher power handling 
than the drivers in the Snell Ci, and should 
have coasted through this passage with ease. 

But the Snell (no longer in-house but well 
remembefed) handled this passage with aplomb. 
On the Quartz, it's hard and glary. Why? Un-
suspected peaks in the ostensibly superior 
Dynaudios? Overloading of the drivers below 
their crossover points with the slow-slope, 
first-order crossovers? I don't know, but the 
problem, to me, is not a small one. Rock fans 
might take more kindly to the Quartz, yet I 
found that the inherent hardness of most rock 
recordings and the hardness I heard in the 
Quartz didn't combine into an enjoyable ex-
perience. 

You're unlikely to be able to audition the 
Quartz for yourself, short of hearing a friend's 
(several hundred of the systems have been 

sold) or making a personal trek to the near 
Great White North. Audio Concepts does have 

a 30-day, money-back guarantee (but you pay 
shipping both ways), which takes some of the 
risk out of buying kits sound unheard. I do 

recommend the Audio Concepts catalog; they 
have a number of other interesting systems and 
subwoofers which might arouse your interest. 
I like their way of doing business, and I like 
their helpful attitude (I have ordered several 
small items from them as an individual, not as 
a reviewer). Unfortunately, I cannot, at present, 
recommend the Quartz. 

Postscript: building the Quartz 
While the instructions that Audio Concepts 
provides with the Quartz are adequate to get 

you through, there were a few rough spots. I 

have passed on my observations to the manu-
facturer, but in the event they don't make their 
way into the manual, I offer them here to 

potential purchasers: 

1) The instructions ask you to finish the 
cabinets last. I recommend finishing them first. 
If you use steel wool for the final wood finish 
(generally recommended for almost any stain/ 
oil/varnish I know of), this will allow you to 
thoroughly clean up (preferably with a vac-

uum) any steel finishings that remain before 
they find their way to the magnets (and pos-
sibly the voice coils) of the drivers. 

2) Mount the crossover network right-side up! 
3) Before sealing the routing holes to the 

midrange and tweeter, be sure to allow enough 
slack in the leads coming through these holes 

to permit complete removal of the drivers 
from the cabinet, otherwise you'll have a dif-
ficult time attaching the terminals (difficult 
enough in my case—they're a tight fit). 

4) The negative driver leads in my sam-

ples were white, not black as stated in the 
instructions. 

5) When you unpack the drivers from their 

boxes, use caution. They're well packed, but 
the midrange, in particular, is prone to having 

the styrofoam padding separate like a clamshell 
when removed, possibly dropping the un-
protected dome into your awaiting hand. The 
sheer mass of the driver makes this more than 
a remote possibility. 

6) The drivers must he tightened carefully 
into the cabinet. The screws will strip if you 

go about this with too much gusto—the in-
structions do caution you on this. If your 
screws should strip, use the old toothpick 
trick: drop one or two short pieces of a tooth-
pick into the stripped hole and retighten. The 
woofer is fastened in with Allen-head bolts 

(the appropriate wrench is not provided—and 
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